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The artwork depicts a very simple story - sitting down after a long day for a moment of stillness. The 
dark, dreary interior of the cheap, old room demands little focus and blurs out, except for the harsh light 
of the beaming table lamp. The scene is viewed from the subject’s perspective as a reflection in the 
closet mirror, although the subject’s eyes are lowered, suggesting that their mind is much too exhausted 
to associate with the reflection, like an outer body experience but without the self awareness. In that 
moment one is little more than just a tired vessel, alone and feelingless. 


The true loneliness of existence is something I’ve thought about well before the global happenings of the 
past 2 years, though it definitely brought this aspect of the human experience to the forefront of 
mainstream discussion. Though it’s still very much an incredibly personal thing for everyone. And these 
sorts of feelings, although sorrowful, are what makes humans human, and I find that beautiful and worth 
exploring. Emotions are stronger than any drugs, they can completely change the way you see life. 


When I depict any human subject, to me it’s both a self-portrait and a mirror open for anyone else to look 
into. It makes more sense to me this way as I find it very important that I am not projecting any script 
onto an actor, it is a lived experience. A moment captured with its genuine essence and atmosphere. The 
fact the person sitting was modeled after myself is of little importance. My personality and ego does not 
matter here, just that I am a living person that any other living person can relate to. 


Mirrors (as well as other reflective surfaces) are a theme that comes up in my art every now and then. 
They are the closest you ever get to seeing yourself but it will still only ever be a reflection tied to 
countless personal biases gathered throughout life. Yet when catching your own reflection unexpectedly, 
for the split second before recognizing yourself, you are looking at just another stranger, just a vessel, 
another life. I love those moments. 


I suppose this is what most of my art is about. I depict states of being in my art - feelings so quiet you’d 
never really know how to describe them, half of the time not even noticing them sneak up and then pass. 
You’re not distracted by any strong emotions or overanalyzing thoughts, you simply exist in the most 
simple, humbling sense of the word. 
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Creative Biography


Born in Riga, Latvia. Graduated from Janis Rozentals Riga art school in the multimedia department, 
specializing in 3D animation. Currently studying painting at the Art Academy of Latvia. 


In recent years focuses on oil painting but also works in a wide range of different mediums, including 
digital (3D modeling and animation), video, performance art and poetry, making the most out of the 
unique qualities of each technique and material. Creative expression has been diverse throughout the 
years, yet stayed mostly consistent in subject matter - emotional experiences, self-reflections and 
depression. 


Has participated in various student group exhibitions, such as “4K 2019” (2019), “IEDZIĻINOS SEVĪ — 
tevī, viņā, jūsos, mūsos, visos...” (2021) and “Becoming” (2022). 



